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Welcome to our unvaccinated, non social distancing, non zombie, fully soul attached and 

completely free show, that comes with a word of warning, you will hear large volumes of 

common sense during this broadcast, it will also make you think for yourself and teach 

you math skills, unlike John Hopkins. Many people just don't want the truth, we have to 

accept that fact and focus on us. They want illusions, saviors, substitute parents, they are 

the modern day Peter Pans, he or she who provides them with illusions becomes their 

master. Whoever tries to destroy their illusions, becomes their target of ire and attack, 

because heaven forbid they are being asked to think for themselves, and worse do things 

for themselves.  

 

We had a very successful zoom last Saturday that was all about the Peoples Club and 

how we need to develop it. I spoke of the potential of an Event, some of which maybe 

unfolding that in overview is beneficial, at ground level it can be painful and bring fear. 

We don't need fear, we need love, caring, sharing and cooperation to formulate a plan, 

our plan, in our image that leads to a better world for us all, no matter how many remain. 

This is our task, this is our duty, this is our sacrifice to provide a better future for the 

children and grand children. Many of us are far along on the aged trail, but that shouldn't 

be used as an excuse to not participate in some way. Some will feel I will be long gone 

before this comes to fruition, so why should I bother? That is wrong and selfish thinking, 

that got the old world in the mess it is currently. We all have an obligation to build 

something better, this is our time to do so within a blank slate format. We have already 

won the war, but we have yet to claim the victory over the dark forces that reigned here 

for too long, because the people were too compliant and too reticent to do anything about 

it. Come and join The Peoples Club on our thinkdifferent.thepeoplesclub.org site and be 

the change not sit in wait clubs for Trump the savior to return, or wait on tail pilings to 

deliver said riches, they won't. Quit asking for change and become the change, you are 

the change and you always were the savior, not some internet time based promise 

monkeys that have a zero percentage rate of correct claims. Bring your ideas, bring your 

solutions, bring the full you, not some old system label box that has become to define you 

in such narrow terms, expand yourself, expand your horizons, expand your possibilities 

and grow yourself. Be and strive towards the best version of you, the old system can't 

handle people growing and expanding their frequency, heart based emotions instead of 

mind based ones, we are the misfits, the crazy ones and the divergent, no go out and 

prove it. 

 

What another truly momentous day for freedom in London! Estimates are coming in now 

of over 500,000 demonstrators – once again this is not a typo, I’ll say that again - over 

500,000! It was so vast it took over one and a half hours to walk by! It was the biggest 

march I have ever seen. This Totalitarian State did not even attempt to try and stop us. 
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Back on the 20th March we pushed the police aside like paper; we were 100,000 strong – 

today they didn’t even bother coming to the party! The sound was deafeningly wonderful, 

with music, drums and megaphones. The smell of burning sage and brightly coloured 

smoke marked our route as we snaked through the streets, turning this outpouring of love 

and freedom into a giant carnival. We have once again defied the fascist diktats of this 

State, that so arrogantly believed it could behave in any way it wanted without the people 

fighting back – but they were very wrong! Its mass-media propaganda arm do not know 

what to make of our demonstration today it was so vast. The media have been busy 

telling more lies desperately trying to grossly downplay our numbers today. However, 

media lies, along with the endless list of lies from their masters in government mean 

nothing to us, because once our Movement starts hitting the million plus mark, and every 

single person in this country are either attending them, or know someone that is, its lies 

will crumble away to nothing. Once again, today proves beyond any doubt the power we 

have as a Movement! When the State say NO do not come to London! And we say YES 

we will! And it doesn’t even try to stop our army, we know we are winning this fight! 

Matt Single One Freedom Movement. All good stuff and hope they continue to grow. 

 

Wednesday 21st of April 2021 'Request for Investigation' of the UK Government and its 

advisers, for genocide, crimes against humanity and breaches of the Nuremberg Code, 

issued to the International Criminal Court at the Hague, on Tuesday 20th of April 2021. 

On Tuesday 20th of April 2021 we, the undersigned, issued a 27 -page ‘Request for 

Investigation’ to the International Criminal Court (ICC) at The Hague, with a view to 

asking that our allegations of genocide, crimes against humanity and breaches of the 

Nuremberg Code, by the UK Government and its advisors, be accepted by the ICC and 

investigated. We believe that we have provided compelling reasons as to why our 

Government and its advisers are guilty of the above charges. However, at this stage it is 

important to note that we are not required to provide all the evidence we have (which 

would run to several hundred pages) and are limited to a maximum of 30 pages, simply to 

make an outline case as part of our Request. The ICC will review our ‘Request for 

Investigation’ and assess whether they believe there is a reasonable basis to proceed with 

an investigation into a 'Situation', pursuant to the criteria established by the Rome Statute. 

The ICC does not provide a timeline regarding acceptance, nor of course is there any 

guarantee that they will ultimately accept our 'Request for Investigation' due to a variety 

of reasons, including the fact that they are limited in their capacity to conduct 

investigations. Updates will be provided as and when more information becomes 

available. Melinda C. Mayne LPC LLM MBA GDL Kaira S.J McCallum JP BSc I wish 

them good luck with that, but going in their courts you will find out is a pointless 

exercise. It is being ran by the Cohens, the high priests and priestesses of the dark forces. 

Like I have said to our law communal gathering group, we need actionable events not 

high profile clickbait actions, that seemingly all lead nowhere, I wish they did, but past 

evidence shows it doesn't. 
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Citadel bought up Royal Canadian Bank stock this week and it immediately crashed 65%. 

Citadel buys Royal Canadian bank at 4pm Friday, by 6:30 the price has gone from around 

$94 to around $34. Yes, it is that Citadel, linked to Blue Dragon crony formerly known as 

Ann, as in Ann Droid, better known as Hillary Clinton. We did a deeper expose on that 

group a while back, they run the NYPD, which is why the NYPD have never released the 

Clinton/Abedin snuff style videos. Maybe the major banks meeting late May will 

determine where we are heading, has the look and smell of a complete crash to me. One 

has to ask what is the lead global banker Kimberley Goguen doing to stop this? Perhaps 

she can enlighten us on her pay per view channel? 

 

The IRS is holding more than 29 million tax returns for manual processing, delaying 

refunds for many low-income Americans as the agency struggles to adopt a slew of 

corona virus pandemic-related changes, according to its internal watchdog. "As one 

would expect, IRS employees are stretched thin working through the manual processing 

of these returns," National Taxpayer Advocate Erin Collins wrote in a recent blog post. 

"So if a taxpayer’s return is pulled for manual processing, there will be delays." At least 8 

million returns have been placed in "suspense" until an IRS employee can review them to 

ensure the taxpayers received the fully promised stimulus check money. IRS officials are 

also calculating the earned income tax credit and the child tax credit – two tax credits for 

lower-income Americans that were expanded in President Biden's $1.9 trillion corona 

virus relief package. On top of that, 5.3 million 2019 or 2020 paper returns are awaiting 

manual processing, while 4.7 million returns have processing errors or fraud 

identification issues that require a response from the taxpayer. The IRS withheld 11 

million business returns for manual processing. "From a taxpayer’s perspective, it feels 

like their return has fallen into a black hole: they do not know what is going on, when 

they will get their refund, why it is being delayed, or how to get answers or help," Collins 

wrote. That's because, in addition to a high volume of 2020 returns that need manual 

processing, the IRS is grappling with a massive backlog of processed 2019 paper tax 

returns and the herculean task of delivering millions of stimulus checks. Collins 

estimated that just 1 out of every 50 calls to the IRS customer service representative 

service line is being answered. IRS Commissioner Chuck Rettig previously told 

lawmakers during congressional testimony that the agency had received about 21.4 

million taxpayer calls by April 2. Covid has become another excuse to not deliver service 

in a timely manner, courteous, knowledgeable manner, and allowed for more automated 

clownery via an answering service, when all you wish to do is press 0 to speak to an 

asshole.  

 

A word used in political circles moreso here in America, called filibuster I suspect we 

will hear and see more of soon. It has been a part of the US political process since the 

early days of the American republic, only in modern times, has it become a common and 
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powerful tool for political obstruction. So, where did it come from, well it will not be a 

surprise to our listeners, particularly those who listened to the Dutch Connection FRWL 

plus 3 show. Derived from a Dutch word for pirate or "freebooter" in the 19th Century. 

Piracy for business corpiracy and now piracy for government, fitting if ya ask me. 

 

Gov. Andrew Cuomo’s office won’t reveal what it told the Justice Department about 

COVID-19 outbreaks in nursing homes, rejecting Freedom of Information requests from 

The Post and other media outlets — claiming in part that doing so would be an “invasion 

of personal privacy.” “Please be advised that portions of the records that respond to your 

request are exempt from disclosure pursuant to Public Officers Law § 87(2)(b) because, if 

disclosed, would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy,'” Jaclyn 

Clemmer, the governor’s record access officer, wrote in a denial response to The Post. 

The Associated Press received a similar denial letter. Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo’s office to 

obscure the pandemic death toll in New York nursing homes was far greater than 

previously known, with aides repeatedly overruling state health officials over a span of at 

least five months, including the commissioner, Howard Zucker, from releasing the true 

death toll to the public or sharing it with state lawmakers. Two letters, drafted by the 

Health Department and meant for state legislators, were never sent. I guess some CIA 

agent told him to recite that, all smacks of the National Security act, which is designed to 

protect criminals only. 

 

Here is another clown who operates with impunity it seems, the man with the square head 

like Sponge Bob John Kerry on Monday tweeted denial that he told Iranian Foreign 

Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif about Israeli strikes in Syria. The former Secretary of 

State, now President Biden's climate change tsar, said: 'This never happened - either 

when I was Secretary of State or since' Newly-released tapes see Zarif claim Kerry told 

him about Israeli intelligence operatives attacking Iranian interests in Syria 200 times.  

Israel has previously gone on the record to confirm that it has carried out attacks in Syria 

numerous times. Kerry apparently caught revealing National Security details, and yet 

again it involves Israel, yet again the media are silent, and yet again apart from one 

Senator nobody has called him to task. 

 

Opponents of California's governor have enough valid signatures to trigger a statewide 

vote on his leadership. California's secretary of state said that 1.6 million valid signatures 

had been verified, some 100,000 more than were needed. Gavin Newsom, a first-term 

Democrat, was up for re-election in 2022, but the recall means he will now probably face 

a vote this autumn.  

 

Just when you thought their world and America couldn't get more unsane, up pops 

Caitlyn Jenner to run for California Governor - deary me LALA land, the land of pure 

fakery just descends deeper into the pit of illusion, delusion and lunacy it seems. 
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For the first time in its history, the 93rd Academy Awards is being held at Union Station 

in Downtown Los Angeles, it’s an area that is plagued by homelessness. But come Oscar 

Sunday, the homeless will not be seen anywhere near Union Station. "They came to us 

about a week ago saying that we had to move by Friday 6 p.m. because they were trying 

to clean up for the Oscars and they told us if we didn’t move, they were gonna just 

demolish our stuff," says DJ, a man living in a tent in downtown Los Angeles. Several 

roads where closed to the public. Hollywood is full of anti-border wall celebrities, yet in 

a massive irony, ten-foot security fences were erected around Union Station in Los 

Angeles, California, to keep celebrities safe and the public out. Does anyone ask why 

they are more important than the public? All production-related impacts to Union Station 

are expected to be completed on Thursday, with normal paths of travel returning Friday. 

Signs posted to the fences bear a stark warning: “This property is closed to the public. No 

entry without permission.” The same public who support their lavish lifestyles. So they 

remove the homeless for a load of drug, alcohol and adrenochrome addicts, who are 

mired in delusion, and as fake as a glass eye. 

 

The number of people who tuned in to watch the three-hour long 'wokefest' that was 

the Oscars hit an all time low with just 9.85 million viewers. The television ratings for the 

93rd Academy Awards on Sunday night is a 58 percent drop compared to last 

year's already record-low 23.64 million viewers, according to early Nielsen numbers. Oh 

my the fake demi gods are losing their lustre and appeal, that's great news. The truth is 

the vast majority of these so called celebrities are vacuous cretins.  

 

Over 300 US lawmakers have urged Washington to uphold its commitment to provide 

"full" and "unconditional" security assistance to Israel. In defense of the US-Israel 

relationship, some 330 members of the House of Representatives - roughly three-quarters 

of its membership - signed a letter sent on Thursday to the chair and ranking member of 

the House Appropriations Committee, which regulates public spending. 330 jackasses, 

who are led with objects up their rear ends with the term AIPAC written on it, all of them 

should be fired immediately for operating on behalf of a foreign government. The letter - 

whose signatories are split fairly evenly between Democrats and Republicans, which 

proves they are both as bad as each other and not fit for the purpose. This comes less than 

a week after Representative Betty McCollum (D-Minnesota) and 15 Democrat co-

sponsors proposed a bill that looks to place conditions on US aid, in an effort to seek 

accountability for Israeli treatment of Palestinians. Funny how they can mass sponsor a 

bill for protecting Israel within a week, yet spent 5 months arguing over stimulus checks 

for the beleaguered American people. Noting that aid reduction or pre-conditions on 

security assistance would be "detrimental" to Israel's safety, the letter states, "Congress is 

committed to maintaining Israel's qualitative military edge and its ability to defend itself, 

by itself, against persistent threats." Who cares about their safety? why should we care? 
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are we their parents? in reality we are their puppets. Let that sink in, the "worlds greatest 

country and super power" pandering to a country with a land mass that is smaller than all 

American States except, Connecticut, Delaware and Rhode Island. As per that agreement, 

the terms of which were codified last year in the US-Israel Security Assistance 

Authorization Act, Israel is due $3.8 billion in security assistance in the 2022 fiscal year. 

Of this, $3.3 billion goes toward military financing and $500 million for co-operative 

missile defense programs, the letter notes. Yes, the aid goes to the war machine, and zero 

to the Israeli people, which is why they bulk of them live in abject poverty, they won't 

report that on the Hebrew Annunaki news channels. The "bipartisan" letter - led by 

representatives Ted Deutch (D-Florida) and Michael McCaul (R-Texas) - was boosted by 

the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC), an influential lobbying group 

that advocates pro-Israel policies to the US government. AIPAC spokesman Marshall 

Wittmann told news website Jewish Insider that the letter is "a very strong bipartisan 

statement that full security assistance to Israel - without additional conditions - is in the 

national security interest of the United States." And there you have the proof, of who led 

with this bill, this country will never ever be free with AIPAC and other fake Jewish 

based shell corporations running the vast majority of this country. 

 

A group of far-right Jewish extremists clashed with Arab crowds in Jerusalem Thursday 

night. Members of the supremacist group, Lehava, chanted "death to Arabs" as they 

marched to the Old City. Police were able to separate the two crowds, but The Jerusalem 

Post still reported incidents of violence and arrests. Planned protests among far-right 

Jewish extremists and Arab crowds escalated in Jerusalem's Old City Thursday night and 

early Friday morning amid increasing tensions in the city. The head of the Jewish 

supremacist group Lehava, announced Wednesday that its activists would march from 

Zion Square to Damascus Gate on Thursday in protest of recent violence toward Jews, 

including assaults that have been filmed and uploaded to TikTok, according to The Times 

of Israel. Members of the group, which opposes the assimilation and coexistence of Jews 

and non-Jews, organized on the messaging app WhatsApp and planned to bring weapons, 

the outlet said. A report on the Mynet Jerusalem news site said Lehava members were 

told to attack as many Arabs as possible, according to The Times of Israel. In addition to 

a rise in anti-Jewish violence, increasing attacks on Arabs have been reported in the city, 

including Jewish youth throwing rocks at vehicles while chanting "death to Arabs." As 

Israeli police deployed Thursday night, attempting to keep Lehava demonstrators away 

from crowds of counter-protesters who had gathered at Damascus Gate, hundreds of 

Jewish extremists chanted "death to Arabs.," Racism only applies one way with this 

group it seems. Further reports came in of Israeli groups going door to door and 

slaughtering people, no doubt backed by their Government and Mossad. The sooner 

Jewish and Arab peoples realize that each other is not the cause of the angst, and find the 

common enemy and work together to eliminate it, this type of stupidity will continue. 
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India's uber-rich are fleeing the country on private jets as new travel bans come into 

place. The country is currently battling a catastrophic second corona virus wave, local 

media reports say many people chose to fly to Dubai, which is close by. India's ultra-rich 

are paying tens and thousands of dollars to escape the country as it set a new global 

record for daily corona virus infections - for the fourth day in a row. In the last week, 

India has become the new epicenter of the virus, which has completely overwhelmed the 

country's healthcare system and crematoriums and has led to a dire shortage of oxygen. 

On Sunday, public health officials reported 349,691 new COVID-19 cases in the country. 

They also reported 2,767 deaths, another daily record, as some nations announced they 

would implement travel restrictions on visitors from India. The alarming numbers are 

prompting wealthy Indians to pay thousands for last-minute flights and private jets as 

travel restrictions come into place. One popular destination seems to be the United Arab 

Emirates, which is only a short distance away from India and usually operates hundreds 

of flights there. It announced this week that it was barring the entry of travelers from 

India for 10 days from April 25. A spokesman for charter company Air Charter Service 

India told AFP that the amount of interest in private jets has been "absolutely crazy." This 

is what we are fighting against, the very greed based harvesters have created a mess that 

will not be fixed easily or overnight, instead of dipping their hands in their overfilled 

pockets. No wonder their fake gods Shiva et al had multiples of arms to collect all the 

money and energy they had harvested, Shiva would be a good vaccine nurse for the bots 

though. So, instead of using their ill gotten wealth to provide people with oxygen, they 

fled and left the mess behind. The Indian people already up in Shiva I mean up in arms 

about the Israeli based farm land and produce grab, needs to stop these harvesters ever 

coming back to their country, ban their companies and boycott all of their businesses, 

then put their CEO's to work on the land like everyone else. 

 

Ford Motor Co. posted a surprising $3.26 billion first-quarter net profit on Wednesday, 

but the company said a worsening global computer chip shortage could cut its production 

in half during the current quarter. Chief Financial Officer John Lawler said the second 

quarter should be the low point for the chip shortage, but it probably will last into next 

year. Are you pondering yet? you should. 

 

The boss of networking giant Cisco has said the shortage of computer chips is set to last 

for most of this year. Many firms have seen production delayed because of a lack of 

semiconductors, triggered by the Covid pandemic and exacerbated by other factors. You 

see Covid now has the ability to stop computer chips that spy on us, I told ya it's a 

miracle worker. Cisco chief Chuck Robbins told the BBC: "We think we've got another 

six months to get through the short term. "The providers are building out more capacity, 

and that'll get better and better over the next 12 to 18 months." That expansion of 

capacity will be crucial as advances in technology - including 5G, cloud computing, the 

internet of things and artificial intelligence - drive a big increase in demand. Mr. Robbins 
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is the latest tech boss to weigh in on the debate - and with 85% of internet traffic using 

Cisco's systems, his opinion matters. "Right now, it is a big problem," he says, "because 

semiconductors go in virtually everything." The seemingly insatiable demand is why 

major US manufacturer Intel announced a $20bn (£14.5bn) plan to significantly expand 

production, including two new plants in Arizona. Could the chip shortage be due to so 

many going in the alleged vaccines? Gates did say it was not a vaccine but an operating 

system. 

 

More than 500 federally funded scientists are under investigation for being compromised 

by China and other foreign powers, the National Institutes of Health revealed Thursday. 

The federal health officials told a Senate committee that they are fighting to keep up with 

large-scale Chinese efforts to corrupt American researchers, and steal intellectual 

property that scientists hope will lead to biomedical advances. NIH has contacted more 

than 90 institutions about more than 200 scientists they’re concerned about, said Dr. 

Michael S. Lauer, NIH deputy director for extramural research. But the investigations’ 

workload is weighing down the nation’s top medical research agency, and new cases are 

turning up constantly across the government.  

 

John Miller, NYPD deputy commissioner for intelligence and counterterrorism, told The 

New York Times that the leasing contract valued at around $94,000 with the robot dog's 

maker, Boston Dynamics, had been ended early on April 22. The action was taken in 

response to a subpoena issued by New York City Councilman Ben Kallos (D) and 

Council Speaker Corey Johnson (D) for records relating to the device. Miller told the 

newspaper that the robot's lease had initially been scheduled to end in August, but the 

contract had been terminated earlier because it was being improperly used to fuel 

arguments about race and surveillance, saying it had become a "target." "People had 

figured out the catchphrases and the language to somehow make this evil," Miller said. 

The NYPD official did not rule out the possibility of the robot, dubbed Digidog, returning 

in the future. Get someone to create a hand held zapper machine to fry it's circuits and 

end this techno over reach into our lives.  

 

Confirmation of one of our previous predictions now being observed by scientists. 

Climate change has shifted the axis of the Earth, study shows. Climate change haha, you 

have much to learn. Chinese researchers reveal melting glaciers from climate 

change caused shifts in the Earth's mass in the mid-1990s.  This change in mass caused 

the movement of the magnetic poles to turn and accelerate eastward, they say.  Earth's 

magnetic north and south poles are constantly moving – a phenomenon known as 'polar 

wandering' – unlike the geographic north and south poles, which stay in a fixed position. 

I said in a show many years ago it was going East and with the rotation, land masses are 

shifting SW, so Florida for example is now closer to where the landmass of Texas 

existed. 
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COVID BS: The federal government is delaying the deadline for the REAL ID 

enforcement for a second time. Every domestic air traveler 18 and older will need a 

REAL ID-compliant driver's license or identification card, state-issued enhanced driver's 

license or another TSA-acceptable form of identification beginning on May 3, 2023, the 

Department of Homeland Security announced Tuesday. The original deadline of Oct. 1, 

2020, was postponed for one year due to the pandemic. The second delay is also "due to 

circumstances resulting from the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic," according to the DHS 

press release. "The pandemic has significantly impacted states’ ability to issue REAL ID-

compliant driver’s licenses and identification cards, with many driver’s licensing 

agencies still operating at limited capacity," the release states. I think this Covid doesn't 

get enough credit, it has canceled the Real ID by 3 years, took credit for car accident 

deaths, took credit for gun deaths, it has learn how to tell the time, it knows days and 

dates, it can measure distances and has eliminated flu season. Whilst doing all that, it has 

exposed the bots and Milgram people for who they are, it has exposed badly the Hebrew 

Annunaki plans for global control, it has exposed the global el-ites, it has made many 

politicians globally look like criminal jackasses, it has exposed a psychotic man or entity 

who couldn't solve viruses in his own business, to talk shit about viruses outside of his 

Macro soft in the head group and become Be ill Gates, it has made many people see the 

MSM are a bunch of lying script readers reading from clown agencies manuals. All 

whilst providing the proverbial shot in the arm (pardon the pun) to the truther 

community, allowing us the opportunity to do our own Great Reset, it's actually quite 

remarkable stuff. 

 

Tyrannical officials in California were filmed forcing mentally handicapped patients to 

get the COVID-19 vaccination.  The victims were filmed screaming and crying as 

officials pinned them down so they could pump them with the COVID shot. This was all 

part of the “Operation Homebound” program initiated by Los Angeles County Sheriff 

Alex Villanueva. The program is designed to vaccinate the most underrepresented, 

homebound, and underserved disabled residents in Los Angeles, including homeless 

people. According to the LA Sheriff’s Department – LASD is working with local 

community based organizations like “Integrated Community Collaborative” and 

“Disability Voices United” to connect with LA County residents most in need, go to their 

residences, and give them their vaccinations. That is door to door fascism in your own 

backyard, I thought they said this was not mandatory? All officials involved in this 

including the jabbers, should be put in the dock for crimes against humanity. 

 

You are going to hear more and more negative things said about the Pfizer jabs now. 

Why? because Pfizer pissed off the Israeli junta by demanding they pay for goods they 

have received, which is an affront it seems to the Hebrew Annunaki group. Now Hebrew 

Annunaki media are throwing out articles everywhere about the dangers of the Pfizer jab, 
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ouro borus programs rearing their head again, and proof they are struggling to control the 

narrative and it's intending goals. 

 

People who are fully vaccinated against the Covid-19 virus don’t need to wear masks 

when walking, hiking, biking, running alone or gathering in small groups outside, federal 

health officials said, taking a major step to ease pandemic restrictions while encouraging 

more people to get shots. The same applies to dining at a restaurant outside, and to small 

outdoor gatherings that include some unvaccinated people, the U.S. Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention said Tuesday. Yet vaccinated people should still wear masks in 

public settings indoors and outdoors where there is a substantial risk of Covid-19 

transmission, such as concerts, sporting events and other crowded gatherings, the CDC 

said. Common sense question: Isn't a home a public setting were a group of people live in 

close quarters? Then why the lockdown? 

 

The CDC is reporting troubling statistics when it comes to second doses of the Pfizer and 

Moderna COVID vaccine. They believe 8 percent of Americans who got their first dose 

have not or will not get their second shot. While no one may want to go through the 

hassle of making two appointments, it is still necessary, and every expert agrees that you 

must follow the pharmaceutical's instructions. Except, more than five million Americans 

have not. "We're out there trying to combat the degree of vaccine hesitancy that still is 

out there, and one of the real reasons why people have hesitancy is concern about the 

safety of the vaccine," said Dr. Anthony Fauci. No shit Sherlock Dr. I dont give a Fauci, 

all of which means they are listening to us, oops. Some patients say a second dose of the 

same brand was not available when they came back for their second shot. Others say the 

hassles of booking appointments was not worth it, or that they had negative side effects 

the first time and didn't want to go through it again. Apparently MSM are in on John 

Hopkins math, as other reports are stating 50%, oops. 

 

More than half of Kansas’ counties have turned down their weekly allotment of corona 

virus vaccine doses, because demand for the shots has declined. The state said 62 of 

Kansas’ 105 counties declined their weekly allocations of vaccines from the state last 

week. oops. 

 

Iowa has asked the federal government to withhold more than one-quarter of its allotment 

of corona virus vaccines this week, because demand for the shots has waned across the 

state. The Iowa Department of Public Health told the Des Moines Register on Saturday, 

that the state declined to accept 18,300 of 34,300 doses of Moderna vaccine it was slated 

to receive this week, and 3,510 of 46,800 doses of Pfizer vaccine. oops again. 

 

At least 1,500 people have so far complained to the MHRA, through its yellow-card 

system for reporting feared side-effects, that they have developed tinnitus, ringing in the 
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ears, after their jab. The MHRA has received almost 200,000 yellow-card reports from 

patients suspecting they have experienced vaccine side-effects. 

 

The rate of the spread of COVID-19 had slowed across America. Despite a new surge, 

increases in daily fatal and confirmed cases are still about half what they were three 

months ago. Nevertheless, 573,551 Americans had died as of Tuesday, which is about 

20% of the world’s total. That is John Hopkins math, because of every cause of death 

being attributed to Covid, when it is likely 0.01% of that figure, but John Hopkins has a 

major problem deciding where to put the decimal point. American death rates year on 

year are actually lower the last two years. The global death total just moved above a 

staggering 3 million, more statements with no proof. Confirmed cases have reached 

31,976,092 in the United States, or about 23% of the global number, further statements 

with no proof. Hospitalizations, which were over 100,000 a day during the peak wave, 

have dropped into the thousands, no evidence to support that also, I have received reports 

of many empty hospitals all around the country. Here is a proof and common sense based 

question for you all to ponder on: with all these increases in hospitalizations as they 

claim, have any of you seen a massive increase in the use of ambulances? 

 

There has been a debate among scientists and doctors about when people will need 

additional doses. Some of this has to do with how effective vaccines are against variants, 

in reality world it is for the vulture capitalists to make money. The first two doses came 

under a non for profit agreement, subsequent doses after that would be the money 

makers. A week ago, Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla said that people would likely need a third 

dose within 12 months of being vaccinated. Bourla's opinion was supported Wednesday 

by Dr. Ozlem Tureci, the chief medical officer of BioNTech, which helped Pfizer 

develop its vaccine. She commented to CNBC: ... people will need to get vaccinated 

against the corona virus annually, like for the seasonal flu. But Covid has eliminated the 

flu Dr. Tureci, so no need for flu jabs anymore. That’s because, she said, scientists expect 

vaccine-induced immunity against the virus will decrease over time. The Pfizer vaccine 

now is given in two doses, yes one to download the program and one to upload the 

program, ponder on that. That means almost 300 million Americans will need another 

dose, almost certainly late this year or early next. Yeah right pull the other one it's got 

balls on, once their experimental data comes back, then the next doses will become more 

targeted. 

 

Here are the only set of figures all people need to know about the fake and now 

collapsing Covid narrative. Our own immune system resistance is 99.97% v. jab 63-90% 

I guess all people who took it went to John Hopkins for math Note to our listeners, have 

you considered the jab is a city of light "pill" With the piece last week of soul 

detachment, which creates zombies, if the soul is detached it means the spirit is out of 

body, which means a person goes to sleep, so the great question is, what is animating 
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them? Not ALL jabs do that currently as I understand it, that is why it is experimental, 

but in the future the great question is, what happens next? 

 

EXPOSE: Ticks are vectors for all sorts of nasty germs, notably Lyme disease, the sixth-

most commonly reported infectious disease in the United States, according to the CDC. 

Decades after it was first identified, it's still often misdiagnosed, symptoms include an 

expanding body rash, joint pains, fatigue, chills and fever. Could the spread of Lyme be 

attributable to a classified, decades-old bio weapons program as some people claim, or 

are ticks just as good for spreading misinformation as they are for germs? The ticks-as-

weapons issue made headlines back in July 2019, thanks to the U.S. House of 

Representatives' Chris Smith, R-N.J., who introduced legislation directing the 

Department of Defense to review claims, that the Pentagon researched tick-based bio 

weapons in the mid-20th century, the amendment passed. Smith said he was inspired to 

do this by "a number of books and articles suggesting that significant research had been 

done at U.S. government facilities including Fort Detrick, Maryland and Plum Island, 

New York to turn ticks and other insects into bio weapons." "With Lyme disease and 

other tick-borne diseases exploding in the United States, with an estimated 300,000 to 

437,000 new cases diagnosed each year. Ten to twenty percent of all patients suffering 

from chronic Lyme disease, Americans have a right to know whether any of this is true," 

Smith said during a debate on the House floor. "And have these experiments caused 

Lyme disease and other tick-borne diseases to mutate and to spread?" Congressman 

Smith's legislative actions were inspired partly by "Bitten: The Secret History of Lyme 

Disease and Biological Weapons," a book written by Kris Newby, a Stanford University 

science writer who also served as a senior producer on a Lyme disease documentary titled 

"Under Our Skin." In the book, Newby points out that in 1953, the Biological Warfare 

Laboratories at Fort Detrick, created a program investigating ways to spread anti-

personnel agents via arthropods (insects, crustaceans, and arachnids), with the idea that 

slow-acting agents wouldn't immediately incapacitate soldiers, but rather make the area 

dangerous for a long period of time. "The premise of my book is that weaponized ticks 

full of 'who knows what' were accidentally released in the region of Long Island Sound,". 

While she notes that she was unable to prove definitively Lyme bacteria was used as a 

bioweapon, "there are plenty of shocking discoveries and scientific leads to lift the veil 

on the mysteries surrounding tick diseases and the government's response to them." Her 

book says that scientist Willy Burgdorfer, who is credited with discovering the pathogen 

Borrelia burgdorferi that causes Lyme disease. was directly involved in a number of 

bioweapons programs. Burgdorfer is born to. But she stops short of saying that his 

research was necessarily related to a Lyme disease weapon that was accidentally released 

into the wild. 

 

The Case Against Lyme Disease as a Bioweapon: Given America's ugly history 

regarding unethical research, it's fair to ask whether Lyme was inadvertently, or 
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purposely introduced into the general population, just like Spanish flu in 1919 via 

Military bases. After all, the government conducted hundreds of germ warfare tests, and 

unethical experiments on civilians in the mid-20th century. But most experts say there's 

nothing to investigate, we now know experts opinions count for pretty much zero these 

days. Philip J. Baker, executive director of the American Lyme Disease Foundation, 

wrote a lengthy document debunking claims regarding Lyme disease bio weapons 

research. Mr. Baker is also involved with the NIH, who we exposed in the Covid scam, 

clearly he is an installed puppet to deflect military or other rogue involvement in this. In 

it, he established that both Lyme and the ticks that spread it were prevalent in the 

Northeast thousands of years before Europeans colonized the continent. "I think it would 

be a complete waste of the taxpayers' money for Congress to waste its time investigating 

science fiction,". His article notes that pathogens considered for bio weapons, are usually 

ones that cause death or serious illness in a short period of time after release, that does 

not describe the Lyme disease pathogen. Also, the idea that the government tried to 

weaponize ticks with Lyme in the '50s and '60s doesn't fit the disease timeline. In an 

article published in The Conversation, Sam Telford, a professor of infectious disease and 

global health at Tufts University, pointed out that Lyme wasn't even discovered until 

1981. That's when Willy Burgdorfer finally pinpointed spiral-shaped bacteria called 

spirochetes, which were ultimately named as the cause of Lyme. "The real nail in the 

coffin for the idea that Lyme disease in the U.S. was somehow accidentally released from 

military bioweapons research, is to be found in the fact that the first American case of 

Lyme disease turns out not to have been from Old Lyme, Connecticut, in the early 

1970s," Telford wrote. "In 1969, a physician identified a case in Spooner, Wisconsin, in a 

patient who had never traveled out of that area, and Lyme disease was found infecting 

people in 1978 in northern California. How could an accidental release take place over 

three distant locations? It couldn't." Growing deer populations, which spread deer ticks 

carrying Lyme, reforestation (particularly in the northeastern U.S. where most cases of 

Lyme are reported), and suburbs encroaching on those forests, which brings humans into 

close contact with ticks and tick-infested wildlife are the primary reasons that Lyme is 

becoming more prevalent, not a top-secret bio weapons program, Telford said. 

 

Weaponizing Ticks: Provided an organization wanted to weaponize ticks, it's certainly 

possible, but it's not easy. "Weaponizing almost any type of biological agent takes a great 

deal of expertise," says Kerry Clark, a professor of epidemiology and environmental 

health at the University of North Florida. "How much expertise depends on the specific 

agent, its entire ecology and epidemiology including pathogenic properties, infectivity, 

pathogenicity, virulence, and in this case, its ability to survive in, and be transmitted, by 

ticks." Remember the CIA had insect drones in the 1970's. Clark adds that ticks aren't an 

ideal choice as a biological weapons delivery system. Ticks don't typically thrive in urban 

environments, and they are slow feeders so someone might notice and remove them 

before they can do their job. "One would also have to rear and infect large numbers of 
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ticks, and then somehow deliver them to a group of humans in a way that large numbers 

of people are exposed and actually bitten in a short period of time. Just like they did with 

the mosquitoes and the African killer bees. Dropping infected ticks from an airplane or 

drone doesn't sound like an efficient way to incapacitate a population with a bioweapon," 

he says. He assumes these people care about efficiency, with unlimited budgets, do you 

really think they care about proficiency or whether it works. Further, "Lyme borreliosis 

can cause very severe illness in some cases, but may not quickly and efficiently 

incapacitate victims. Unless the agent was modified significantly from naturally 

occurring strains, it wouldn't cause high mortality, and might take months to cause 

serious illness. "Lastly, we appear to have an epidemic of Lyme-like illness in our 

country, I believe that a large proportion of these illnesses are caused by infections, and 

many may result from tick bites. Yet, because of the array of symptoms and difficulty in 

confirming an exact diagnosis with objective laboratory evidence, I would caution that all 

the illnesses that resemble Lyme disease may not be specifically caused by Borrelia 

burgdorferi." They may be caused by other tick borne pathogens, Clark says, or by 

infectious agents encountered in our environment in other ways besides tick bites. 

Perhaps the takeaway is that, given the seriousness of tick borne illnesses, the existence 

or non-existence of a murky government conspiracy and cover-up doesn't really matter, 

as much as the fact that patients are still sick and the disease is still spreading. What we 

really need, says Clark, is, "to invest significant additional funding to investigate the true 

causes of these illnesses, and to develop better diagnostics and treatments." During World 

War II, Japan notoriously used plague-infested insects to spread disease, particularly in 

China. Some 20,000 Chinese died from this type of entomological warfare, which was 

carried out primarily by the infamous Unit 731. 

 

PONDERINGS: The Democratic-controlled House approved legislation Thursday that 

would make Washington, D.C., the 51st state, but the bill faces an uphill battle in the 

Senate amid broad Republican opposition and hesitation from some centrist Democrats. 

Proponents cast the bill as a civil-rights priority, saying the city’s residents deserve full 

self-rule and representation in Congress. Critics call it a power grab by Democrats to gain 

two more senators and point to possible constitutional hurdles. Thursday’s party line vote 

of 216-208 marks the second time the House has approved the measure, which is backed 

by the Biden administration. However, Majority Leader Chuck Schumer (D., N.Y.) 

hasn’t committed to bringing it up for a vote in the Senate, where current rules require 60 

votes for passage and only 45 of the 50 Democrats are currently sponsoring the 

legislation. Were the bill to become law, most of present-day Washington, D.C., would 

take the name State of Washington, Douglass Commonwealth, in honor of Frederick 

Douglass. So, who is Frederick Douglass? as Douglass is not his real name, born 

Frederick Augustus Washington Bailey and he was born into slavery on the Eastern 

Shore of the Chesapeake Bay in Talbot County, Maryland, the plantation was between 

Hillsboro and Cordova. He was an American social reformer, abolitionist, orator, writer, 
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and statesman. After escaping from slavery in Maryland, he became a national leader of 

the abolitionist movement in Massachusetts and New York, becoming famous for his 

oratory and incisive antislavery writings. He was also served as president of the 

Reconstruction-era Freedman's Savings Bank, which we covered in the FRWL series. An 

area around the White House, the Capitol and the Supreme Court would remain as a two-

square-mile federal area under the legislation. D.C. would be the first new state admitted 

to the U.S. since Hawaii in 1959, and proponents have already designed American flags 

that fit 51 stars. So, only a subtle change then which becomes indicative. Supporters say 

that residents of Washington, over half of whom are Black, deserve the same 

representation as other Americans. Residents pay federal taxes, register for selective 

service and fight in the military, but they don’t have a full voice in Congress and local 

leadership can be overruled by the federal government. D.C. residents currently have a 

nonvoting delegate in the House, Democrat Eleanor Holmes Norton, and no 

representation in the Senate. So they plan to call it a commonwealth. A commonwealth is 

a traditional English term for a political community founded for the common good, 

historically it has sometimes been synonymous with "republic". The noun 

"commonwealth", meaning "public welfare, general good or advantage", dates from the 

15th century. Originally a phrase (the common-wealth or the common wealth – echoed in 

the modern synonym "public wealth") it comes from the old meaning of "wealth", which 

is "well-being", and is itself a loose translation of the Latin res publica (republic). Except 

res publica due to translations of Ancient Roman writers' works to English have on 

occasion translated "Res publica", and variants thereof, to "the commonwealth", a term 

referring to the Roman state as a whole. The term literally meant "common well-being". 

In the 17th century, the definition of "commonwealth" expanded from its original sense 

of "public welfare" or "commonweal" to mean "a state in which the supreme power is 

vested in the people; a republic or democratic state". The term evolved to become a title 

to a number of political entities. Three countries – Australia, The Bahamas, and 

Dominica – have the official title "Commonwealth", as do four U.S. states and two U.S. 

territories. Since the early 20th century, the term has been used to name some fraternal 

associations of states, most notably the Commonwealth of Nations, an organization 

primarily of former territories of the British Empire. The organization is allegedly not to 

be confused with the realms of the Commonwealth. A Commonwealth realm is a 

sovereign state which has Elizabeth II as its monarch and head of state, each realm 

functions as an independent co-equal kingdom from the other realms. In 1952, Elizabeth 

II was the monarch and head of state of seven independent states, the United Kingdom, 

Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Pakistan and Ceylon (now Sri Lanka). 

Since then, new realms have been created through independence of former colonies, and 

dependencies and some realms have become republics. As of 2021, there are 16 

Commonwealth realms: Antigua and Barbuda, Australia, The Bahamas, Barbados, 

Belize, Canada, Grenada, Jamaica, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, Saint Kitts and 

Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, the Solomon Islands, Tuvalu, and 
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the United Kingdom. All are members of the Commonwealth of Nations, an 

intergovernmental organization of 54 independent member states, except in the UN 

voting system, all 54 must vote with the mother country, which is the UK, or Roman rule 

given King John signed all the UK and it's subjects over to the Roman church via the 

Magna Carta. Notice they left out the United States and India, both are colonies of the 

Commonwealth also, why is why we pay a tribute tax of our income, via a Puerto Rican 

Crown based Trust, called the IRS. New boss same as the old boss it seems. As for the 

term sovereign, they are sovereign my ass. 

 

As we have warned they need a new large distraction event. Senior Lebanese political 

analyst and editor-in-chief of the Al-Binaa newspaper, Nasser Qandil, says the entire 

Axis of Resistance is now on war alert, and prepared to respond by 'openly' targeting 

deep inside Israel amid rising tensions between Tel Aviv and Tehran. In a recent 

interview on Al Mayadeen, Qandil, who has close relations with Hezbollah, declared that 

the US now has to choose, between either committing to an agreement over Iran's nuclear 

program and reining in Tel Aviv, or a war scenario in which the Axis of Resistance will 

openly target Israel. The 'Axis of Resistance' broadly refers to a strategic anti-Israel/anti-

US imperialist alliance composed of, but not limited to, Iran, Syria, Hezbollah, Iraq's 

Hashed al-Shaabi, Yemen's Ansarullah, and various Palestinian armed factions. 

Interesting terminology he used there, as that is one of the two words for this year 

Renaissance and Resistance. Editor-in-Chief of the Lebanese newspaper Al-Binaa, 

Nasser Qandil: I would like to add certain (inside) information. Yesterday evening, I 

received certain inside information from influential leaders in the Axis of Resistance that 

the decision of a direct confrontation has been taken. Open confrontation is around the 

corner, and unless Washington succeeds in deterring Israel from further escalation, the 

Israeli interior will be 'openly' targeted, in other words the party behind the targeting will 

be known. Official statements will be issued saying: 'we are the ones who bombarded 

you', we are on the brink of a war, this is nothing short of that, even the Resistance Axis 

as a whole now considers itself fully concerned. I mean Iran is now in confrontation and 

is defending itself, this is true. However, there are accumulating scores that haven't been 

settled and this current period offers the resistance forces a golden opportunity, as Israel 

is preoccupied by the confrontation with Iran. On one hand, the resistance in Lebanon 

(Hezbollah) has reserved its right to respond to the Israeli operation in which one of its 

fighters fell as a martyr, and we remember the commitment of his eminence, Sayyed 

Hassan Nasrallah, where he confirmed that the response for the attack is coming. On the 

other hand, Syria has also accumulated scores from many Israeli raids against it. 

Consequently, the entire region may go towards a confrontation in which occupied 

Palestine and the vital Israeli facilities will be the arena. The US is now having 

discussions with the Israelis. It has one choice, i.e. to tell the Israelis: 'we are responsible 

for protecting you, unless you initiate a war, we are now in negotiations, and we ask you 

to refrain from any escalation'. If the US wants to use its position to play both ends 
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against the middle, the host it is worth noting that, Israel says that it informed the US 

about the attack against the Natanz (nuclear plant) and even the Iranian ship earlier. 

Qandil: That is true. we cannot imagine that Israel would dare to do what it did, without 

the US not only having knowledge of the situation, but also turning a blind eye to it in 

order to test how far Iran would go to defend itself. If the Iranian position favors 

maintaining the negotiating climate and abandoning the military option, the US will 

encourage Israel to carry out more strikes, hoping that it will weaken Iran's negotiating 

position. However, the Iranian position today is clear and no longer needs analysis. It is 

based on the following rule: 'we will respond to the attacks at all costs, and our response 

will be painful and harsh. Once again, the US is back to square one again, you want an 

agreement with Iran? there is a price to this agreement, and you have to pay it. The 

religious people are responsible for this chaos, as they have been since it is introduced as 

a program to divert people away from Source and over to the dark forces elements, and 

ultimately into the hands of Lucifer, who all Jewish people worship as the Messiah 

returning, the messiah is Lucifer. He and his army of dark forces are the ones who sent 

the fiery serpents at you remember. In common sense terms and moreso in overview, the 

whole religious narrative is beyond stupid, not one savior came to save you or your 

peoples, at which point can't you get that? Where is your messiah, Allah, Jesus or the 

Lord, where have they been whilst all the wars, engineered plagues and deaths that have 

gone on for thousands of years, think about that. Are you telling me they are all some sort 

of sadistic galactic voyeurs? sitting there watching their alleged creations suffer? does 

that sound holy or righteous? well, does it? Or have you all been duped on a massive 

scale? Perhaps this fact may give you a clue, why is all history, antiquities, sacred sites 

controlled mainly by three entities, Israel, Egypt and Rome? connect the dots to all three 

and you will find out why. So, what is the other reason this is all going off now? I called 

it months ago, they are or have lost the narrative on the Covid scam, and did I not say to 

beware of a big event to end the distraction that was Covid. I suggest this may well be the 

final battle between light and dark played out on this planet in the physical realm, that is 

not meant to be taken that there will be a final physical battle, we still have the means and 

ways to stop that. There is a reason the vaccine went predominantly to the white race 

countries, don't be fooled this is a plan to eliminate blacks or peoples of color at this point 

in time, their fate will be sealed after their main goal is completed, eliminating the white 

race, of which Iran, the land of the Aryans is a key factor.  

 

The West is faced with a "moment of reckoning" when it comes to technology and 

security, the head of intelligence agency GCHQ has told the BBC. Jeremy Fleming said 

there was a risk that key technologies on which we rely will no longer be shaped by the 

West. "We have to keep evolving our approach if we're going to keep up," he said of the 

growing challenge from China. So-called smart cities, which will collect large amounts of 

data, are just one example, he added. "The risk is that the technology is implemented in a 

way in which we can't assure its security," he warned. The UK is a "big beast" when it 
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comes to technology but "we can't take that for granted", the GCHQ director warned, 

saying this was a moment when we had to decide if we were going to continue to evolve 

and compete with our adversaries. Mr Fleming was speaking ahead of giving this year's 

Vincent Briscoe Annual Security Lecture at Imperial College, and in the wake of the 

Integrated Review, which placed science and technology at the centre of future security 

and defence policy. The challenge from China is uppermost in the minds of intelligence 

chiefs across Western countries, particularly when it comes to technology. "The risk, as I 

see it today, is that we lose control of the standards that shape our technology 

environment," he told the BBC. "The things that make sure that our liberal Western 

democratic views are baked into our technology." Mr Fleming said there were lessons to 

be learnt from the debate over the role of Chinese company Huawei in building a new 5G 

telecoms system. It was initially given a role in the UK, before being excluded following 

US sanctions. But there were concerns that there were few other companies actually able 

to supply the latest technology. "The conversation about 5G was really lost a decade ago, 

when Western nations decided that they weren't going to invest in the underpinning 

infrastructures, and the result was we just didn't have the choices," he said. The 

imperative was to make sure in the future the UK took the kind of long-range decisions 

need to ensure it has choice - so there would not be the same concerns over dependency, 

he said. That need to look forward prompted a focus on smart cities. These involve a vast 

number of sensors and cameras built into a city's infrastructure, controlling everything 

from traffic to utilities such as water and power. But it also means vast amounts of data 

will be collected about people's movement and activity. Done in the right way, the 

GCHQ chief argues this presents a "fantastic opportunity" to increase efficiency and 

improve services. But he warned it also carries risks around privacy and anonymity. "If 

we don't control the technology, if we don't understand the security required to 

implement those effectively, then we'll end up with an environment or technology 

ecosystem where the data is not only used to navigate, but it could be used to track us". 

China is a leading supplier of smart city technology, with councils in the UK already 

purchasing cameras from its companies. Mr. Fleming said it was vital to ensure all the 

technologies were not from one place and to understand how data was being processed. 

There were only a relatively small number of areas where the UK would need to 

completely control a technology, he said, and more broadly working with allies would be 

essential to shape international standards and to defend itself in cyberspace. At home, the 

UK has to invest in skills and innovation. The UK should not be "fatalistic", he said, and 

had a "very strong track record" of meeting technology challenges. The irony of that 

coming from the GCHQ and it's puppet organization the NSA. This is classic faction war 

rhetoric, the gist is that, whilst the West focused on taking out Russia and Iran via NATO 

goons, and supporting the Israeli based junta against all life, the East built businesses, 

technology and systems and overtook the West, it's Tsun Zsu the art of war without 

weapons, they pardon the pun, out smarted you. 
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Charlie Ward or Charlie Fraud take your pick has done a sickening seducement video 

detailing the forthcoming QFS. He is now wrapped into some group called TLS the light 

system. So what is TLS? The Light System (TLS) is a very powerful, undercover, and 

Divine organization composed of roughly 7,000 initiated agents around the world, some 

of who are very well-known people in the world today whether they are in the 

government, the media, celebrities, producers, and the like. Their words, Agents indeed, 

but there is another clue as to who these agents are connected to coming up. However, 

most initiated agents in TLS are normal day-to-day human beings who can even be your 

next-door neighbor, your best friends, or your family members. You can think of TLS as 

a spiritual version of the CIA, only much more powerful and with Divine intentions. 

Haha surely you jest. Their ultimate purpose for existing is to help assist and guide 

humanity in reaching, a higher level of awareness and consciousness without intervening 

with the natural process of humanity’s evolution. So, who are these CIA erm I mean type 

of spiritual agents? Keshe, Michael Tellinger, Charlie Ward, Sacha Stone, Juan OSavin, 

Jason Shurka, George Noory, Kim Goguen until she definitively reveals otherwise and 

Gaia TV, oh my the Coven based group are spiritual agents, seriously what a steaming 

pile of shit this is. Jason Shurka who is pushing this via his website kind of gives himself 

away and his allegiances by his books, all done in 9 languages, the lead language of 

which is Hebrew, well I never Jason. His lead book gives it away also, called the Pyramid 

code, it should read the Ponzi scheme code. But Jason Shurka goes one step further with 

the secret coding, his sessions add in masonic numbers of $333.33, if you don't believe 

that is an actual ploy? go and check a random selection of YT videos, particularly music 

ones, and see how many are 3.33 in length, and like Mr. Shurka that is not a cohen 

cidence. Hebrew, Egypt and Masonic what a triumvirate of dark forces that is, the hidden 

codes may have worked in the past, but not with our group Ward, Shurka and associates, 

because we "see". Ward's video is replete with the old seducements of NESARA, 

GESARA, RV and GCR, all ran by an AI system in league with the Chinese. Curiously 

given he had her on his show, or she was stupid enough to engage him, there is no 

mention of the K.I.M.S system in all of this. This is a total scam and new boss same as 

the old boss. Don't be fooled by banks and central banks going down, the collapsed old 

system wants them down and gone as they are no longer sustainable. All the old fake 

promises installed NESARA, GESARA, RV, GCR is all a load of hogwash. Given these 

fake Chinese "Elders" own everything as they claim, why haven't they dispersed the 

assets previously? Crypto currency is a death sentence and only interests greed based 

peoples, do not think you are getting around the "system or banks" with those "coins", 

they were created by the CIA and NSA for control purposes only. This "new" system 

confirms the clowns lost control of the old system, which I know as a fact. Do not fall for 

it, this is their Orwellian database world, whereby one press of a delete button and you 

have no means of sustaining yourselves. We don't need AI to run our systems either, does 

anyone ask who created the AI? Who is running the fake QFS? What guarantees do we 

have they will just not collect all the funds and delete everyone out of the system? Stop 
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being blinded by the chase for pieces of paper/coins with numbers on, and THInk of the 

long term damage these frauds are trying to perpetrate on you. Soon we are going to 

experience the Billy Smart circus tour called the biblical Resurrection tour, all very fitting 

if you ask me. The main protagonists of this clown based circus are Simon Jean-Paul 

Sacha Adams, better known under a fake name of Sacha Stone, whose father was part of 

the Rockefellers and Stone is in league with the Black nobility family The Orsinis. Simon 

Parkes half mantid half Draco, illuminati family member, politician and astral raper, 

Charlie Fraud underage child sex procurer and money launderer for the el-ites (all in his 

own words not mine) and the alt media interception and control man, linked in with the 

British establishment who like Ward likes to threaten people who dare to question. The 

point is if you are not involved in questionable antics, why would it bother people 

questioning you, applies to the Trustee and Mr. Blobby character she resides with as well. 

Steele also states he is ex CIA, for which he was a mercenary assassin in S. America, 

author of the global public intelligence handbook that wraps all people in as undercover 

intelligence agents via their phones. He writes spying handbooks for NATO also, runs a 

conveniently named company called OSS.net, OSS is British Intelligence group who 

created the CIA. 

 

Here is an interesting piece on how the natural occurrence of shedding human skin, is 

causing people who are not vaccinated to get infected. They think it's shedding but in 

reality this is what the plan always was and why they didn't need to vax everyone, but it's 

the nano with pions. According to a secret source the pions found in the vaccines are 

engineered to attach to nano particle, which is also in the vax, and jump from person to 

person as of 5 years ago. This is from a top scientist unnamed and the vax contains 

covid19 which contains Nano AI, and the scientist has linked this as a part of the 

transhuman agenda. There are also interviews by Cyrus Parsa on how Nano AI is 

contained in the bio-weapon, and the so-called vaccines are not vaccines, they are gene 

therapy intended to mutate your DNA. They are not really "trying" to kill masses but they 

are happy to have masses die as collateral damage in order to jump to humanity 3.0, a 

race of cyborgs and androids. Yes it is humanity 3.0 and not 8.0 as claimed by another alt 

media source, who knows far less than you may think. They know certain bloodlines and 

certain Genetics can handle this type of transition better than others. This is one of the 

agendas and may explain the nanos in chemtrails for the last 20 years, more like 50 plus 

years to me, for the potential of preparing your bodies for this next step. 

 

Here is a relevant piece and I am unsure of the author. We have to be on guard so that we 

may realize what is happening when we encounter them, and gain a real idea of where 

they are to be found. The most dangerous thing you can do in the immediate future, will 

be to give yourself up unconsciously to the influences which are definitely present. For it 

makes no difference to their reality whether they are recognized or unrecognized. It will 

be the main concern of these spirits of darkness to bring confusion into the rightful 
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elements which are now spreading on earth, and need to spread in such a way that the 

spirits of light can continue to be active in them. They will seek to push these in the 

wrong direction. I have already spoken of one such wrong direction, which is about as 

paradoxical as is possible. I have pointed out that while human bodies will develop in 

such a way that certain spiritualities can find room in them, the materialistic bent, which 

will spread more and more under the guidance of the spirits of darkness, will work 

against this and combat it by physical means. I have told you that the spirits of darkness 

are going to inspire their human hosts, in whom they will be dwelling, to find a vaccine 

that will drive all inclination towards spirituality out of people's souls when they are still 

very young, and this will happen in a roundabout way through the living body. Today, 

bodies are vaccinated against one thing and another; in future, children will be vaccinated 

with a substance which it will certainly be possible to produce, and this will make them 

immune, so that they do not develop foolish inclinations connected with spiritual life — 

‘foolish’ here, of course, in the eyes of materialists. 

 

The materialists are all based in the seductive dark realms and a player for the dark 

forces. Greed, Gluttony, Wrath, Lust, Sloth, Envy and Pride, the latter of which brings in 

the hidden hook of the 5 plus one. Which is sexual addiction, drugs, alcohol, religion and 

money, the hidden hook is ego, which is immersed in pride. Greed and Gluttony are 

harvesting acts, of taking too much for one self and leaving nothing or not enough for 

others, hence the TPC meme of need not greed. Lust can be of a sexual nature but can 

also play into greed and gluttony, when the longing or desire to gain something at all 

costs, and not consider the wants, needs and longing of others, is again merged into a 

similar category. Sloth is the ability to not care enough, either of the self or others, hence 

another meme of TPC of caring and sharing is required to counteract those failed lessons, 

not sins. I disagree with the term sins, the god of knowledge is known as Sin, so how can 

having knowledge be deemed a sin? Only the dark forces wish to keep you in the dark in 

terms of knowledge and understanding, it is in their interests only. This plays into the 

Garden of Eden story, don't eat the fruit of knowledge from the tree, why not? knowledge 

helps you to understand, gain wisdom and to then be more balanced and fair in discussion 

on topics. With knowledge acquired by the self, it allows you to express your own input 

into matters, instead of following the largely misleading scripts of others. So no, these are 

not sins, they are life lessons to avoid, hence the THI meme of observe not absorb. Envy 

is another failed lesson, and becomes all too encompassing for an individual immersed in 

this theme. The object of this lesson is to go within, envy is really an admiration of what 

others have, and what they wish they were or wanted to aspire to. The key is to go within, 

whatever the object, trait or standing that you desire, can be achieved by going within and 

challenging yourself to be that trait or standing or attain that object. The competition is 

within, not against the persons standing or material object and to drive yourself to gain 

what your envious of. The first lesson is to remove the person or persons from the field, it 

is not they you are envious of, it is your own lack of, that is creating the envy, that is the 
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important step of overcoming envy, remove the object of envy and challenge within 

yourself. Once that is overcame the desire that the envy caused, you may well find is no 

longer desired as you wished, as your frequency has shifted and that cause of envy may 

no longer be desired. Wrath is a lack of personal control and balance, and is a 

consequence of the failure of the individual to address their shadow and inner work. If 

you are going to react to all disagreements, upsets or disturbances of your field with 

wrath, you are A: never going to win an argument and B: will upset your whole immune 

and nervous system and C: it looks ugly, why? because it is ugly watching people rage, 

spit venom and contort not only their face, but their whole innards. Why would anyone 

wish to upset their own immune system which can lead you to various illnesses, many of 

which come from the spirit realm. Your imbalance of the nervous system leads to 

psychosis, lunacy which is the realm of the moon, luna tic which means moon parasite. 

Of course, upsetting the nervous system can bring in another condition that society 

doesn't explain too well, called the tics or motor tics, sudden impulses and jerks of the 

body. Has the medical world considered these tics are actually parasites in the nervous 

system? acting like a malware bug that disrupts many of the programs. There is another 

THI meme to counteract this as well, called 45/55 of being in balance. Pride is the realm 

of unbalanced ego, unbalanced ego is often used to disguise a lack of love and trust of 

themselves, so the person then projects of false image of themselves externally. In the 

wrath section I spoke of a term that is used from time to time, and yet few step back and 

analyze the words spoken. The term of spits venom, raises interesting comparisons and 

analysis given it is related to primarily the reptile group, although some insects also use it 

as a weapon. It begs the question of, is wrath associated with a trait of the reptile species? 

is it a copied or mimicked trait? or is that person reptile dominant?  

 

Imagination, Intuition and Inspiration are all one and the same thing at the core of the 

matter, add in your higher self and you find the origin of all of these words and meanings. 

The "dream time" or "vision time" are not one and the same in the physical sense, but can 

yield the same results, albeit the vision time brings more clarity and less jumbled puzzles 

to work out. Teleology, the philosophical interpretation of natural phenomena as 

exhibiting purpose or design. The use of ultimate purpose or design as a means of 

explaining phenomena. Belief in or the perception of purposeful development toward an 

end, as in history. All three words emanate from within, which can then manifest outside 

of you, but the drive behind it is always from within. 

 

With regards to the soul piece last week, we will need to see more evidence of that than 

just relying on one piece. Is there evidence to support it? yes, we warned about it a few 

years back of the body possessions of the dark. They need vessels to operate in here 

moreso now given it's the Day of the Svarog. The key is to protect yourself, what others 

do is not entirely your concern, remember they have free will also. The vaccine is another 

savior program, and we all know how they turn out. The key is to keep progressing 
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within and of the self, regardless of external distractions. The only thing you take with 

your soul/spirit package into the next lifetime is, soul development, all the materialistic 

things or desires don't really matter and never have, that desire for those things are all the 

dance with the dark. Bringing in money magic scheme, which in turns brings in the 

money savior schemes. Money was created in the Orion system as a means of control, 

and whilst we all need it currently to exist, never let it be your master or drive, there is a 

plenty for those with need, but never enough for those with greed.  

 

As the bankrupt USA Inc and it's Crown subsidiaries now trying to make Washington the 

51st state, under the false banner that black people in that region can't vote. Black people 

are by far the highest demographic in Washington DC, and they have no say. But if you 

think this is for the benefit of black people, you are sadly mistaken. This is another 

takeover event to harvest from the other states as they have always done. DC is not part 

of America, it never was, it is a principality like the City of London and the Vatican city, 

all 3 are harvesters of countries and its people. I urge all people to contact their Senators 

and tell them we don't want it or them. 

 

This is what this show has warned of several times and also plays into my piece done last 

week of the Jewish Hebrew Annunaki Caliphate plan. The major obstacle to that is Iran, 

from Egypt to India we have shown the takeover of all countries in between to fulfill their 

fake biblical agenda. The bible is fake, I'm sorry to say, it does have elements of truth and 

our history to it, but the vast majority is not our history or our truth, but theirs. The bible 

was written by the same group of agents that have taken over America, Saudi Arabia, 

Russia, in part China and Britain, along with many other countries. Operating under the 

Commonwealth or various alliances like NATO, none of which is beneficial to any 

people or country, that group was The Crown. That also comes under the banner of the 

Dutch and British East and West Indies company, that have ransacked everywhere even 

in the last 100 years, never mind going back to another of their ilk of cohens, Genghis 

Khan. This caliphate is the most pressing concern to us all, and requires a united front 

from all peoples, none more so than the Jewish who have been duped, used and abused 

by these people operating under the banner of being Jewish, when clearly they are not. 

Jewish and all of it's diversions are a program, a planetary wide takeover of all we hold 

sacred or what is left of it, and they must be stopped. The people in the CIA need to stand 

up and fight for your country and then all countries, and take this snake based group head 

on. I know you got lots of kickbacks in this game, you have all earned your money in 

conspicuous ways, but that will stop, your paymasters no longer can fund you, or wish to 

continue with you in the near future. They will delete the police and Governments also, 

as we have just found out with the 51st State nonsense. So, I'm asking the good people in 

the CIA, FBI, NSA, DHS, the State Dept, you all know who I am and some of you have 

praised our shows and work, come and talk to us and lets formulate a real and proper 

plan, that will involve a future for us all, not just the select few. And no, no matter what 
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you have all been told, you do not have their golden ticket, they lied about that as well. 

To the snake bellied Hebrew Annunaki with your death poisons, assassin squads, 

financial tyranny programs and your fake religion and One World Programs, f you, 

because we are all still here and fighting, and we are coming for you and your non Earth 

based imposters, we know who you are and what you represent, the dark forces army of 

the Kosheys, the reptile based Annunaki. We crushed your Lucifer based armies 75K 

years ago and will do so again, only this time it will be lasting, we will not be defeated. 

Here is a reminder of who we are and how we have learnt to overcome your religious 

fakefest, it's all in the song. 

 

 


